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Overview of Season 2021-2022
In what had loomed as a potential repeat of the previous, season 2021/2022 had around it an initial
ring of uncertainty. COVID once again had cast its pall over the much anticipated return to bowls
as we once knew it. Fortunately, it was a mere delayed start and compressed season rather than a
potentially more damaging outcome. With that positive outlook, the season eventually got
underway in November amid much and eager anticipation. Bowls was back!
In setting the scene, your Bowls Committee proactively produced a proposal for a synthetic option
for the scheduled redevelopment of Green 1 utilising the $137k allocation from the sale of
Southern Indoor. Pleasingly, the proposal gained Board support and the work begun to ascertain
the details around surface type and preferred supplier. That process concluded in a timely manner
and as is now evident, we are all now the beneficiaries of Mulgrave Country Club’s first ever
synthetic bowling green and the flexibility it provides. Many thanks to the Board for their support
and the work of my fellow sub-committee members in Alan Richards, Jim Saunders, Barry Carson,
Michael Di Mattia and Stephen Staff in seeing this initiative to fruition.
We unfortunately farewelled some of our friends and members of the Mulgrave bowling family in
recent times including Julian Fitzgerald, Kevin Radford, Peter Coughlin and of course Eric Barrand.
All have been great contributors to the very fabric of Mulgrave bowls and the club generally. Our
deepest sympathy to families and friends on behalf of the Mulgrave Country Club Bowls Section.
In terms of results across the Pennant landscape it was quite a ‘mixed bag’ but overall, it would
need to be conceded that it was a less than successful season. Notwithstanding the recalibration
of sections and divisions by Bowls Victoria in preparation for next season, many of our teams
would have experienced relegation as a result of the overall ladder positions at season’s end.
Various factors contributing but indicative mostly of a reduction of bowler numbers and the
resultant dilution of our depth.

Some shining lights however were fantastic seasons by Saturday Side 4 as Section finalists,
Midweek Side 1 as Semi-Finalists and Thursday 7-a-side Side 1 as Section Premiers. It was great
to have those teams able to fly the Mulgrave flag while enjoying much support from loyal Mulgrave
members and bowlers. A huge thank you to all Selectors from the various Selection Committees
for their collective hard work and tireless contribution.
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It was exciting to see Alison Meakin successful in her bid for selection for the Australian
Commonwealth Para Games squad, despite injury and Covid related scheduling challenges. Our
congratulations and best wishes are with Alison as she continues that journey with the Australian
team.
In contrast to last season, we were able to conduct nearly all Club Championships and again stage
our two major tournament events, the Lendlease sponsored tournament and the club sponsored
Easter Classic. Both unique opportunities during which to showcase our greens, club and bowls
section. Congratulations to Singles Club Champions Evelyn Martin and Wayne Frazer and the
respective Runners Up Christine Battersby and Norm Whitehead. A special call out to Sue Miller
who not only continued in her role as Midweek Selector but added to that by volunteering to fill the
vacancy of Tournaments and Championship Manager and did a fantastic job.
Mulgrave CC continues to host regular Pennant Section and Division finals and the Bowls Victoria
State Novice event, which we are pleased to have secured until 2027. The acquisition of 20 new
sets of coloured bowls has given Corporate Bowls a new, more attractive look and remains a
pivotal offering for the club to utilise in its function packages. Brian Milnes and his regular
Corporate Bowls group helpers have done yet another amazing job in conducting another full
corporate calendar and are owed a huge debt of thanks by the club and the section.
To the Coaches and Head Coach Norm Whitehead and his continued commitment, to Michael,
Jason and Stephen Staff, various Sub Committees, volunteers, kitchen helpers and people that
continually contribute without fanfare or acknowledgement, please accept my heartfelt thanks.
The administration and management of our Bowls Section is never an easy task. Particularly the
environment within which we have all had to operate and without a full committee. I would like to
highlight the effort of the entire Committee and personally thank each of them for their effort, loyalty
and collective resolve in the relentless pursuit of a sustainable Bowls Section.
I must express though my disappointment that for the second year in a row, despite our more than
170 strong membership, we have been unable to secure nominations to fill those Committee
positions that fall vacant at this Annual General Meeting. I hope that changes soon.
Finally, to you all, the strength of not only the Bowls Section but the backbone of the club, I want to
personally thank you all for your patience, support, guidance and above all your loyalty to the
Bowls Section and the club. It is the base from which we, together, will aspire to consolidate and
grow to be the bowls destination in the region
Thank you all.
Alison Meakin selected in the
Commonwealth Para Games
squad for 2022.

Shane McCluskey
Chair Bowls Section

.
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BOWLS ADMINISTRATION
Report compiled by Peter Coe
COVID and lockdown restrictions continued to have an impact on the running of the Bowls Section.
Membership has remained steady with active numbers of 171 (56 women and 119 males) at the
end of the year as compared to 175 at end of 2021. Main movement was 5 inward transfers and 7
outward, 8 new registered bowlers, 13 did not renew their membership and unfortunately this year
saw 3 of our bowls friends pass away. A number of bowlers paid their membership but did not
participate in any bowls. We regularly see a number of bowlers not renewing each year due to their
age, physical condition or moving away from the area. Our club like many other clubs has an aging
population, 26% are over 80 years of age (unchanged) while only 5% are under 60 (down 1%).
We currently have 9 registered coaches and 10 registered umpires. We need to increase our
numbers in these areas and are always looking for suitable candidates to be trained.
Additional funds totalling $2,500 were received this year from SRV Community Sports Sector
Covid 19 Short Term Survival Package to assist with the need to sanitise equipment.
The first three rounds of the State Novice Finals were hosted by Mulgrave at the end of February.
We have been fortunate in securing the hosting rights for a further five years.
11 of our bowlers competed in 8 ERBR Championship events with Christine Battersby runner0up
in Ladies Singles.
The committee has continued to hold regular meetings plus has met as required to review any
matters that may have arisen.
Peter Coe
Bowls Administration Manager
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PENNANT BOWLS MANAGER REPORT
Report compiled by Alison Meakin
OVERVIEW OF THE SEASON
I joined the Bowls Section Committee after the AGM was held as the vacancy had not been filled.
Due to Covid it was a very difficult year, with many bowlers making the decision not to return to
pennant this season. Consequently, both the Midweek and Weekend Pennant sides were reduced.
Midweek (Tuesday) Pennant fielded 7 sides and Weekend Pennant fielded 6 sides. Midweek
Thursday fielded 3 sides as it was a popular concept.
The final positions of where all sides finished are outlined in the Chair of Selectors’ reports.
APPRECIATION
For the first part of the season, we were not able to utilise the members’ area, however after
Christmas we could return to having lunch on a Tuesday and afternoon tea on a Saturday. I would
like to thank those who helped out in the kitchen, in particular, Molly Simpson and Pauline Williams
for giving up their time and taking the pressure off the bowlers who were out enjoying their game.
2022/2023 – BOWLS VIC
Bowls Victoria are assessing the 2022/2023 season with regard to promotion and relegation. For
most divisions there will be a reduction of sections to get back to a fair and workable post-sectional
finals system. The desired outcome is for all divisions in both Midweek (Tuesday) and Weekend
Pennant (excluding Premier & Division 1) to have 8 sections of 8 teams. The 6 a side, 7 a side
(Thursday) and 9 a side (Pre-pennant) competition section numbers will be dependent on entries
received.
SUMMARY
In summary I would like to thank all the selection panels for doing a great job and getting sides on
the green each week and to those who assisted with updating Bowls Link before and after the
games each week. I would also like to thank David West for his expertise in maintaining our
pennant computer program which really helped when it came to finals eligibility.
We now look forward to the 2022/2023 season.
Alison Meakin – Pennant Bowls Manager
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WEEKEND PENNANT SELECTORS
REPORT
Report compiled by Rob Jago
2021/2022 SELECTORS:
Selectors this season were Rob Jago (Chair), Peter Miller, Mario Mastromanno, Ray McKean and
Norm Whitehead (Coach). During the season Peter Miller left the club and Barry Fleming stepped
in to fill the vacancy until the end of the season.
OVERVIEW
The season started with the addition of 2 new Selectors with one being Norm Whitehead who was
back as Coach and Selector. In my opinion this was a good move as I believe a coach should also
be a Selector. I would like to extend a massive thank you to Norm who I’ve learnt a lot from over
our years together. In addition, Ray McKean joined us for the first time as a Selector. It’s always a
challenge to get people to commit to roles and Ray has done a great job joining us this season.
Barry Fleming also returned to the Selection Committee after a few years break so thanks for all
your help as well Barry. We appreciated his experience showing us the way at times with
numerous phone calls between Barry and myself and last but certainly not least I’d also like to
thank Mario for fulfilling his role for a second year.
This season saw us having to unfortunately drop the Saturday morning side due to a lack of
numbers. We fielded 6 sides every Saturday afternoon without a forfeit so my fellow Selectors
should be proud of their work. As usual there were a lot of phone calls every Monday night to find
players to fill positions. It takes a lot of players, 96 in fact to put 6 Mulgrave sides on the paddock
every Saturday. There were weeks that we struggled with this so I’d like to say a very big thank
you to all that played a fill in role for us. I know a number of you were called on a lot which helped
the club immensely.
There were to be no Premierships this season with most sides mid to bottom of their sections
however our side 4 was the shining light for the club winning their semi-final but they were unable
to carry that into the Grand-final. I’m sure all side 4 players enjoyed their season especially their
great semi-final win watched by a lot of Mulgrave members at Upwey-Tecoma which will be a
memory the players will have forever.
Each season should be for all of us wanting to keep improving on the previous season which is not
just judged by flags won. I know things are moving in the right direction with practice drills and
training sessions available to all bowlers, regardless of whether you play pennant or not, which is
all credit to Norm and these sessions have come a long way if you think back just 3 or 4 years ago.
I’ve said this before and it remains true, you only get out what you put in especially if we keep
practicing to improve our game because you want to.
APPRECIATION
A big special mention from all the Selectors goes out to Lyn Kelly who unfortunately was unable to
attend the club this season. She helped us enormously by taking on most of the “computer
administration” work for us which is an area where I really fall down! Each Saturday night I would
drop off the USB stick to Lyn who would then work late into the night putting results and scores in
for us so thank you Lyn and your work is definitely appreciated.
GOING FORWARD
There will be changes to which division our sides play in next season but we will need to wait to
see full impact of the changes to the BV promotion/relegation system.
Lastly enjoy the winter bowls season on our new synthetic which can only help us for next season.
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Remember to encourage your family members, neighbours and friends who are most welcome to
join us for next season.
Rob Jago
Chair Weekend Pennant Selection
2021/22 SEASON RESULTS AT A GLANCE
SIDE

DIVISION

LADDER FINISH

1
2
3
4
5
6

1
2
3
4
4
5

7
5
8
3
8
8

FINALS

Section runner-up

Division 1 has 10 sides per section, while all others only have 8 sides
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MIDWEEK PENNANT SELECTORS
REPORT
Report compiled by Sue Miller
OVERVIEW OF SEASON 2021/2022
Well, another challenging season to keep us on our toes!
With more Covid restrictions on and off throughout the year we were never sure if or when pennant
was ever going to start. We dealt with ‘Mask Rules, Vaccination Rules, Social Distancing Rules,
QR codes and lunch breaks’.
The pre-season 9 a side competition looked promising and received a lot of interest, but again,
Covid put a stop to that.
But the 14-week season commenced on 16th November and with declining numbers we could only
submit 7 sides of 12 players. At times, it was difficult to fill all positions, so many thanks must go
out to all the emergencies who helped us out when we were short of players or when someone
withdrew at the last minute. Without your help we may have had to forfeit games. Also, thanks to
those bowlers who acted as Team Managers, Umpires and the Controlling Body (a new position
created by Bowls Vic this year).
Returning to selection this year were myself, Kevin Moore, Chris Day, Laraine Pile, Pauline Coe
and Kevin Radford (who sadly passed away late last year).
Chris Day’s health took a decline due to an illness and an accident and with the passing of Kevin
Radford, Graeme Cobbett and Morris Le Page joined us to fill the vacancies till the end of the
season.
OVERALL RESULTS
At the end of the home and away season:
Side 1 finished 3rd on the ladder and played the sectional semi final against Heathmont, which they
unfortunately lost. But a great effort in making finals.
SIDE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

DIVISION
1
1
2
2
3
3
4

LADDER
3
5
6
5
5
8
7

FINALS
Section Semi Final

Each Division contains 8 sides.

Some really close finishes and a lot of positions on the ladder came down to the last couple of
games. Congratulations to each and every bowler for your perseverance and dedication.
Bowls Vic have changed the rules for promotion and relegation so until they sort it all out we won’t
really know what divisions we will have until later in the year.
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APPRECIATION
I would like to thank my team for supporting me during the season and for their hard work and
commitment. Pauline and Laraine who organised the printing of the cards, labels and writing up
the boards on Monday mornings, Kevin Moore for his valuable input with Bowls Link and for
analysing the scoring system and score cards. That information really helped when it came to
picking the sides. A lot of work goes on behind the scenes that many are not aware of, however we
all enjoy selection and the results of our hard work can be quite satisfying. We are saying goodbye
to Kevin Moore who has made the ‘sea change’. Kevin has been on selection for 3 years now and
we wish him and Pat all the best.
SUMMARY
In summary – the past two seasons have been different to any other. We managed to get through
every obstacle that presented itself to us and it showed how resilient we all are.
We can now look forward to the 2022/2023 season with a little more certainty.
Sue Miller
Chair Midweek Pennant Selection
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THURSDAY 7-A-SIDE PENNANT
SELECTORS REPORT
Report compiled by Jan Whitehead
OVERVIEW OF SEASON 2021/22
Thursday 7 A Side Pennant ran for the whole 14 weeks, which required a longer commitment from
players. Whilst being 2 Divisions, these were only graded by whether they had sides entered in the
competition last season (Division One) or were new to the competition this season (Division Two)
The standard of our opposition consisted of players who play Weekend and Midweek Division1
downwards and provided highs and lows in our challenges and successes.
The concept of 1x2 Bowl Triples and 2x3 Bowl Pairs teams, playing 18 ends, has proven popular,
despite some of us at times leaving our much loved (and needed) third bowl in the car!
At the end of the home and away games, the positions on the ladder were:
Side One - third, Side Two - fifth and Side Three - sixth.
Scheduling of the finals games was problematic with some players also being involved in other
Midweek Pennant Finals but they battled through, adjusting work, childminding and social
commitments to take the field. Special thanks to all our supporters who joined them along the way.
Your presence and voice at the finals games was inspiring.
Whilst the value of competition is in the challenge, and the enjoyment of playing the game, the
successes are the icing on the cake!
Side One has made our club proud with its hard-fought finals campaign by winning their Section
Flag by first defeating Bentleigh 1 and then Ashburton 1 in the final. They then went on to win a
thriller (on the last bowl of the game!) against Berwick 2 and earn a berth in the Division Semi-final
played at Burden Park against Berwick 1.
Unfortunately they could not bring their best performance with them on the day and they went
down by a disappointing 6 shots.
Once again there was a good turnout of supporters which was encouraging for the players and
our club as a whole.
APPRECIATION
Our thanks must go to everyone who helped to make this competition an enjoyable experience: the
players, who enthusiastically represented our club so well, our emergencies who kept us in the
competition, Side Managers, Bowlslink administrators, David and his selection programme,
umpires and controlling bodies, greenkeepers and the enthusiastic early birds who set up and
packed up the greens each week.
Finally, my thanks to fellow selector Graeme Cobbett whose enthusiasm and input has been much
appreciated. We have had many "Tele" selection meetings (seems to be a sign of the times) over
the season and his input and support have been invaluable.
NEXT SEASON
Thursday 7 A Side Pennant is growing in popularity and I recommend you put your name down
early if you are interested in playing next season. Hopefully, as the ‘powers that be’ see the
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numbers grow, we may be able to turn the 'non voucher/non presentation' awards around and we
too can have vouchers for the 'highest winning margin' rink each week.

Section Final

Divisional Qtr Final Winners

Jan Whitehead
Chair of Selectors
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MIDWEEK CLUB BOWLS MANAGER
Report compiled by Brian Milnes
OVERVIEW 2021/22
We all know the COVID 19 virus affected our winter programme had curtailed the early start to our
bowling season. Bowling was delayed until later in the year which meant the season suffered from
a series of disruptions. It wasn’t until October that we were able to resume regular games.
MONDAY TWILIGHT.
Monday Twilight had its problems with adverse weather and a reluctance to get out on the green.
As much as we promoted the game, the virus brought about a reluctance to participate, hence we
retired the game for the year. Now with our new synthetic green we are exploring other avenues for
a Monday game.
WEDNESDAY TRIPLES.
Wednesday triples continued in its popularity, even though COVID had a hand in reducing the
numbers. Pleasingly, the bowlers slowly gained confidence and returned to the greens. There is
great anticipation that the new synthetic green and an innovative winter program will see
Wednesday triples stimulate further interest.
Thursday Pennant 7-a-side has affected the Wednesday numbers to a small degree. We are
happy to see our Thursday side playing in the finals too, well done team.
I really appreciate the dedication of a few volunteers that keep the game going. Without the
assistance of these committed helpers we would struggle to put on a game. There is always a
disruption on the morning of game day, double bookings, crossed out names, some that can’t be
read, and a range of other matters to deal with.
It is pleasing to see several new members along for a game, and I must say our older members
welcome and treat them as newfound friends.
CORPORATE BOWLS.
Bookings from the corporate world have been very good considering the COVID slowdown. A lack
of catering staff and dining room restrictions all added to the complications for MCC in hosting
corporate events with the bowling component. This issue relates to the broader hospitality sector
and is not confined to MCC. We were able to accommodate almost 800 patrons through the
Corporate Bowls system. This could not have been achieved without the support of our ready and
able volunteers. It is important to note that funds raised through corporate bowls contributes to the
running of the Bowls Section.
APPRECIATION.
Finally, last but not the least, I wish to extend a big thanks to all who assisted and made the
Management of Midweek and Corporate Bowls a pleasure during the year.
Brian Milnes
Midweek Club Bowls Manager
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SOCIAL BOWLS MANAGER REPORT
Report compiled by DIANNE QUIGLEY
OVERVIEW OF SEASON 2021/22

Our 2022 Social Bowls year started off very successfully with our week away at Cobram.
This was our first trip to Cobram and we stayed at the RACV Resort and the first two days
played a Bowls Competition at the Cobram Lawn Bowls Club where we were most warmly
welcomed. Unfortunately Cobram won over the two days and currently hold the trophy. We
had a one day Happy Day event at Tocumwal which was enjoyed by all.
Fortunately Mulgrave won the Trophy. The social activities each evening were enjoyed by
all. The catering for all functions was excellent. Our one free day consisted of a river cruise
and a BBQ by the river. A very big thank you to Casey Cooper who researched and
instigated our Cobram week away.
Our next Cobram /Tocumwal week away is going to be repeated in May 2022
We again this year had our Vermont South Bowls Club challenge at Vermont South in the
middle of January. A good attendance with Vermont South taking the trophy. Next year will
be Mulgrave’s turn to host the event.
Our ever popular Cumberland View challenge occurred early February. This is always an
event which is well attended. A good number of out club bowlers reside in the village and
are only too keen to win the trophy, but again this year not successful.
Sadly due to the Covid Pandemic a lot of our Social Bowling activities were cancelled Happy Days and our Monday Twilight Program. The good news was the opening of the
new synthetic green and we were able to run our Jane McGrath Fundraising Pink Happy
Day which was very successful .We had 20 teams participating which was wonderful.
Club President Peter Delaney officially opened the green and with the help of Fay Dunn
and Bowls Chair Shane McCluskey cut the ribbon. With our extensive raffle table, our
silent auction and Janet and Jill’s Lucky Number Board and pretty pink trinkets we raised
$2009. The Mulgrave Board matched the amount raised and we able to donate $4000 to
the Jane McGrath Foundation.
APPRECIATION
We have a wonderful, enthusiastic, hard working Social Bowls Committee and I would like
to thank them all. This year the members were: Doiraine Sidbottom, Jeanette Milnes.
Lynette Snart, Eileen O’Donnell, Casey Cooper, Graeme Cobbett and Gail.
Hopefully our 2022/2023 Social Bowls Program will reignite and we will be able to
participate and organize our regular Social Bowls Program.

Dianne Quigley
Social Bowls Manager
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Cobram trip May 2021.

Cumberland View winning Mulgrave team.

Dinner at RACV - Cobram Trip

Rest day BBQ– Cobram trip
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CHAMPIONSHIPS & TOURNAMENT
MANAGERS REPORT
Report compiled by Sue Miller
OVERVIEW OF THE SEASON
I took on the role of Championship and Tournament Manager as the Bowls Section Committee
were having difficulty finding a replacement for the previous Manager – David Lamble who had
moved to Berwick. But I was not part of the general committee.
Due to COVID and the late start to pennant, with the committee’s agreement, it was decided that
we would change the way the events were run.
1. There would be no entry fees and there would not be any prize money given out at the AGM.
Just the acknowledgement and the honour of getting your name on the Honour Board.
This made things a lot easier and saved time by not having to worry about balancing the cash and
depositing the entries fees into the club.
2. A single use entry form was used, rather than an entry form for each event.
3. For the Men’s and Ladies singles and pairs, dates were only scheduled for Round 1 and the
final. From Round 2 onwards, bowlers were required to organise their own dates for competition.
For all other events – Mixed Pairs, OBE and Proportional, players organised their own dates for the
whole competition.
The very tight schedule and the three Division 1 double headers this season meant that scheduling
set days was proving to be difficult, so I believe that bowlers organising their own times at their
convenience was very successful.
Once dates were set for the final of each event, it was advertised on Team App and other mediums
to enable spectators to come along and support their teammates.
REVIEW OF EVENTS

EVENT

WINNER

RUNNER UP

MENS SINGLES

WAYNE FRAZER

NORM WHITEHEAD

LADIES SINGLES

EVELYN MARTIN

CHRISTINE
BATTERSBY

MENS PAIRS

WAYNE FRAZER
NORM WHITEHEAD (s)

MICHAEL TIMMER
ROB JAGO (s)

LADIES PAIRS

VICKI HEATH
JANET MORRISON (s)

SOPHIA PAPETTAS
SYLVIA MELI (s)

MIXED PAIRS

LORRAINE CAMM
WAYNE FRAZER (s)

PAULINE COE
PETER COE
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OBE

JOHN PILGRIM

PROPORTIONAL

Still to be played

KEITH LAMPARD

PROPORTIONAL
At the time of writing, the final of the proportional has not been played and is scheduled for the end
of April. The two finalists are: Norm Whitehead and Sue Miller.
TOURNAMENTS
We conducted the ‘Lendlease -Retire in Rowville’ 2 bowl triples tournament on Friday March 25 th
2022 with their sponsorship of $1500.
Twenty-Six teams entered from 10 clubs. The day went well and the weather was perfect for
bowls. A very successful day and the eventual winners were a team from Morwell Club.
SUMMARY
In summary I believe the championships went very well with the new format. Unfortunately, we
could not run the Triples and Fours due to time constraints, however these may return to the
calendar next season.
Thanks to all bowlers who participated the year.
Sue Miller, Championship and Tournament

Club Championship Men’s Pairs Winners.
Wayne Frazer & Norm Whitehead (s)
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SUPPORT & PROVISIONS MANAGERS
REPORT
Report compiled by JUNE VAN DE VEN
SEASON 2021/22
CLUB UNIFORMS
We still have adequate supply of our Club Uniforms, so if you need a new shirt, vest or
jacket please let me know.
We have had a big effort to sell the Ladies and Men’s Royal Blue shorts, 3/4 pants and
long pants. The Men’s sales went very well and we only have a couple of small pants and
big pants left, all shorts have been sold. Well done Boys!
The Ladies unfortunately didn’t move so well at all, only sold a couple of shorts!
We are trying to reduce our stock levels of these items so if you would like a super cheap
bargain come and get some shorts, 3/4 pants or long pants before the stock is gone!
We also have an order in for 10 Hoodies, so if you see them on the greens over winter and
would like one then add your name to the list either in the alcove or outside.
BOWLS PRODUCTS
Product sales on a Saturday morning continue to be popular. Selling from the Kitchen
window works well and we try to stock all the products we get asked for.
Thank you, once again, to Susan McCraith for her excellent support, we do enjoy our
Saturday mornings.
Thank you Bowlers, keep your Uniform looking nice and Happy Bowling.
June Van de Ven
Support and Provisions
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CLUB HEAD COACH REPORT
Report compiled by Norm Whitehead
As my third year as Coach at Mulgrave Country Club comes to an end, I again thank you
for putting your faith in me and for your encouragement and support.
PRE-SEASON AND LOCK DOWN
Once again covid restrictions impinged on my plans for coaching this season but when
pushed, we can invent other ways of doing things! In the weeks confined to home I
researched coaching methods and philosophies and worked on building my coaching tools
and resources.
Through newsletters and emails, I encouraged the bowlers to keep up their fitness levels
in preparation for their return to bowls. I offered exercises specifically tailored to using the
areas of the body that would be put to the test if we were to play a day of bowls. I
suggested we get bowls in our hands and led by example by practicing regularly in the
local cricket nets. A few very keen folk met me at the local football oval for coaching and I
was impressed by their enthusiasm.
Pre-season I selected a ‘squad’ of players who I thought were enthusiastic and would
benefit from more structured coaching sessions and we agreed to meet Sunday mornings.
Restrictions and other events got in the way, and I could only conduct one of these on the
green. I tried to keep the group interested and informed by selecting different topics to
highlight through a weekly newsletter. Some of these were posted through our Team App
for the whole membership to read.
I see a need for development in the area of BOWLING KNOWLEDGE to improve our
pennant performances. It’s just not enough to know HOW to deliver a bowl perfectly, we
need to know the WHEN, WHERE AND WHY factors as well. I was hoping to conduct
some technical workshops but once again, restrictions on the use of meeting areas at the
club, at a time when it was most needed, blocked my endeavours here and I am sorry they
didn’t take place.
COACHING AND TRAINING
Again, Thursdays have been main coaching and training days and attendance at drills and
training has been consistent but could be of greater benefit if players heeded my
suggestion of “practice with purpose” Merely being seen on the green for an hour every
Thursday does not necessarily make any difference to our bowling ability. If a golfer has a
bad day, they won’t blame the greens or the conditions, they will recognise the area of
their game that needs improving and will get out there and practise those shots. We need
to have the same philosophy. Our opposition seems to handle our ‘perceived’ green faults
and bad weather conditions, why can’t we?
I am always available to conduct one on one sessions and some people availed
themselves of this. Feedback to me after these sessions was positive and as I have said,
often, it just takes one or two sessions to make a big difference to your game. Players who
identify their weaknesses and seek help and are willing to work on them will gain much
satisfaction.
One of the most pleasing aspects of coaching this season is seeing the numbers who
attended the structured coaching sessions that I have introduced lately on Monday nights.
Comments and feedback assure me that players benefited from the intense hour spent. An
added benefit from these sessions is that people are starting to get to know more players
and are working together to help each other to improve. I see a good club and team spirit
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growing. Players are accepting that they can be continually learning and improving, no
matter what level they play, and that it can be fun to ‘work out’ with others.
THE FUTURE
Looking to the future, it is exciting that we now have a synthetic surface on Green One to
use all year round. This will enable us to practice over the off season and allow us to begin
sessions for pre pennant much earlier. It is encouraging that our top side has remained in
Division One but we should never become complacent and, whilst we are procrastinating,
consider this, “Remember that someone, somewhere is practicing and when you meet
them, they will win” - Michael Clark
Team Practice Sessions were limited this season and I would like to see more organised
in the future. We play as a team in every pennant game, and we need to get to know how
our mates play and to practise our positional responsibilities as a team. The numbers
practising as a team dwindle from Side One down.
Whilst Green Two was nominated earlier as ‘the’ one for the top sides, I was disappointed
to see that they made the decision to return to playing on Green Three. There is so much
going for the us to have our best players playing on Green Two. It would be showcasing
our game and attracting younger players, it would enable us to have more players
practising together and motivate players from lower sides. Once we become “at home”
with the green we will have a huge advantage over visiting opposition and the rest of the
club is able to see what their top side is doing and provide support on game day. Often
players returning from other games are unaware that an exciting high standard game is
going on up on Green Three and they are less likely to venture up there to spectate. There
are lots of areas from which to view the action around Green Two.
Many might not know that the club has purchased some bowling arms that can be
borrowed for trialling. You would need to contact Alison Meakin or myself to arrange this
and some introductory lessons on their use.
Laraine Pile has given her time to coach new bowlers, some of whom have gone on to
play in pennant teams this season.
Thanks to Alison and Laraine and to all those who have assisted me, with their time and
effort.
Once again, I thank the committee and everyone at Mulgrave for their respect, interest,
and support.

Norm Whitehead. Club Coach
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GREENS DIRECTOR REPORT
Report compiled by STEPHEN STAFF
Greens Director – Stephen Staff
Green Keeper – Michael DiMattia
The past year has been a very good one from the perspective of the performance of the
greens. With the pennant season starting later than normal in November due to COVID
and lockdown, there was less traffic on the greens. This allowed them to put on some
growth with the spring/summer period being kind to us. The 2 “Tiff-Dwarf” greens have
been running extremely well throughout
the whole bowling season. Green 3 shall
have a major renovation this coming
December.
The big event this year was obviously the
installation of the new artificial surface to
green 1.The board approved the
installation in October 2021 with KCL as
the approved contractor. Construction
commenced late January 2022 with
handover in middle of March. The
contractor did a very good job and there
were no real issues at all that arose from
its installation. It’s early days yet but the
feedback which we have received from
you all confirms the decision to go with
KCL in lieu of other alternatives was the
right one. Ongoing maintenance of this green will
continue and we should see continued
improvement of the surface over coming months.
In closing it would be remiss of me if firstly I did
not thank both Michael & Jason for the tireless
efforts over the past year in ensuring that the
greens and surrounds were in good shape.
Secondly the help of volunteers for various tasks
when called upon. Lastly to you our members for
your positive feedback over the year.
Stephen Staff
Greens Director
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FINANCIAL REPORT
Report compiled by Lyn Kelly
The continued impact of Covid took a toll on the amount on Social bowls that could be
played. Many events were also limited in the number of entrants with many being
cancelled.
The committee elected to run Club Championship events this year with no entry fee nor
any financial prizes.
All Social bowls run during the year utilised the entry fee as prize money.
The Bowls Committee managed to secure two additional Government Sporting grant top
ups this year of $1000 and $1500. Also a huge thankyou to Lendlease for their generous
sponsorship of the “Lendlease Retire in Rowville” tournament for $1500 and Mulgrave
Club board for Easter Monday Open Triples prize money.
Vouchers as prizes for the best winning rink on weekend and midweek pennant were
reinstated during the year but not budgeted for.
Committee purchased 20 sets of Bowls for Corporate bowls and promotional use in the
coming years. Small amount of expense incurred due to the new synthetic green being
installed.
Explanatory from Income and Expenses Statement.
1. Shorter season and reduced activity.
2. Committee decision not to have an entry fee.
3. Reduced events and entry fees returned as prizes.
4. Event held in following year, April 2022.
5. Junior programme currently suspended.
6. Bowler handbook not produced. Reduced printing & copying required.
7. Reduced number tournaments & Easter in following year
8. Purchase 20 sets bowls for Corporate & Promotion use. New jacks for synthetic green.
9. Not budgeted, programme reintroduced during year.
10. Past years only reflected nett difference.
11. Sponsorship State Novice Championships. Both the 2021 & 2022 events held in current
year.

Lyn Kelly,
Financial Manager,
Bowls Section.
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MULGRAVE COUNTRY CLUB BOWLS SECTION
STATEMENT OF INCOME AND EXPENDITURE - 1 April 2021 To 31 March 2022
2020/21
2,475
627
573
2,791
2,250
1,040

2,445
1,364
137
13,702
2020/21
7,740
537
1,715
109
814
1,375
1,690
1,773
454

-

4,695

3,500
870
356
2,116
45
-

INCOME
Bowls Clothing & Products
BowlsVic Clearance processing fees
Club Championships entry fees
Corporate Bowls
Entry Fees - Social Bowls
Entry Fees - Tournaments
Green Fees Pennant Home Finals
Green Fees Night Pennant
McGrath Foundation Pink Ribbon Day
Grants -Vic Govt sports grants
Registration Fees
Sponsorship-Tournaments
Sundry
TOTAL INCOME

2021/22
2,081
200
6,168
3,182
335
2,500
15,779
1,363
31,608

BUDGET NOTES
2,728
1
727
909
2
6,000
3
5,227
7
545
347
1,364
4
909
10
1,364
273
20,393

EXPENSES
Administration Charge - Club
Bar Account
Bowls Clothing, Products & stock reconciliation
BowlsVic Clearance Processing Fee
BowlsVic State Novice Championships 2021&22
Catering - Biscuits,Tea,Coffee,Milk,Cheese
Catering of Tournaments
Club Championship Prizes
Entry Fees-Metro & ERBR Night Pennant
Greens Fees Pennant Finals
Greens hire outside for playing pennant
Junior Scholarships Program
McGrath Foundation Donation
Net Deficit - Member Insur & Rego
Printing Handbook/Copy material
Prize Monies Social Events
Prize Monies Tournaments
Regions Championship Events
Registration Fees - BV & ERBR
Repairs and Maintenance
Subsidy Payments for Prestigious Events
Sundry Expenses
Umpires & Coaches Accreditation
Vouchers Redeemed

2021/22
7,740
1,210
3,240
127
3,636
1,268
1,523
1,773
210
436
146
1,500
1,085
11,517
247
9,966
110
1,614

BUDGET NOTES
7,800
2,400
1
2,728
218
1,818
11
4,091
1
7,136
7
1,810
1,700
545
2,000
2,727
5
1,364
4
3,000
10
2,636
6
3
7,000
7
545
10
909
1,818
3,121
8
909
9

18,399 TOTAL EXPENSES
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47,348

56,275

15,740 -

35,882
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FROM THE LAST GAME ON GRASS GREEN ONE IN LATE JANUARY, THROUGH THE
CONSTRUCTION OF THE NEW SYNTHETIC GREEN TO THE FIRST GAME LATE MARCH.
OFFICIAL OPENING OF GREEN BY CLUB PRESIDENT, PETER DELANEY, ASSISTED BY
BOWLS CHAIR, SHANE MCCLUSKEY, AND FAY DUNN.
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